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I. SUMMARY

This petition proposes a rule that would require wireless carriers in the United States to provide clear and accurate disclosures of mobile broadband performance to the public. Almost all advertisements by the major U.S. wireless carriers for mobile network service are centered on a promise of faster “4G” speeds. Most Americans would be startled to learn that there is no accepted definition of 4G. 4G was originally contemplated as a detailed set of technical specifications developed by the International Telecommunication Union (“ITU”), a United Nations agency focused on global information and communications technology issues. U.S. wireless carriers ignored the ITU’s original specifications for 4G and have successfully turned 4G into a deceptive marketing term used to label and rebrand products and services as “faster,” either without actually making improvements to existing products and services or without disclosing the meaning of “faster.”

In its 2010 National Broadband Plan, the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC” or “the Commission”) was clear about what it considered to be 4G, but has since taken confused and contradictory positions with respect to 4G. The FCC’s website conflates 3G and 4G, which only adds to the confusion.

U.S. consumers are increasingly using smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices to access the Internet and stay connected with each other, making data speed a primary concern for those shopping for cellular service – as is reflected in the carriers’ advertising, which emphasizes speed as the most important term next to price.

When setting forth a national policy for cellular telephones in 1993, Congress decided to avoid price regulation based entirely on the supposition that market forces would provide competition that would keep prices fair. However, absent benchmarks to compare data speeds
between wireless carrier networks, consumers are forced to base purchasing decisions on unclear, and often inaccurate and inflated, data speed claims made by wireless carriers. Failure to provide full disclosure of performance data completely undermines competition and the integrity of the marketplace. Put simply: consumers can’t shop around for the best deal if they are not provided with accurate information about the product.

Instead, consumers are induced to buy expensive technologies that do not exhibit the faster, improved data speeds promised. Customers who realize that the phone they purchased does not perform as expected are almost always locked into a two-year contract that requires them to pay an “Early Termination Fee” of hundreds of dollars if they want to switch carriers – or buy an expensive new phone at an unsubsidized price. Both options can cost the consumer hundreds of dollars.

The proposed rule would require wireless carriers to disclose actual data speeds, serving the FCC’s stated goals of providing consumers with “clear, complete information to help them make the best choices in communications services”\(^1\) and “[p]romoting competition, innovation, and investment in broadband services and facilities”\(^2\) by keeping companies honest about the products and services they deliver to consumers. In 2010, the FCC acknowledged that it “should develop broadband performance standards for mobile services” and “encourage industry to create more transparent and standard disclosures of coverage, speeds and performance for mobile networks.”\(^3\) Because the industry has failed to adopt such standards, it is imperative that the FCC do so.

---


PETITION FOR RULEMAKING TO REQUIRE MOBILE BROADBAND CARRIERS TO DISCLOSE NETWORK PERFORMANCE

Consumer Watchdog, pursuant to Sections 1.401 and 1.1 of the Commission’s Rules, respectfully petitions the Commission to initiate a rulemaking proceeding, under its authority to manage spectrum and establish and modify license and spectrum usage conditions in the public interest granted by Title III of the Communications Act, to investigate mobile broadband network performance and adopt rules that require wireless carriers to disclose actual data speeds.

II. BACKGROUND

In the past, governments, private entities, and academic institutions around the globe and in the U.S. relied on the ITU for the standards governing each “generation” of mobile broadband technology. Each generation of mobile broadband technology is marked by one or more

---

4 Consumer Watchdog, established in 1985, is a nationally recognized, non-partisan, non-profit consumer advocacy organization. Consumer Watchdog has protected the rights of consumers in numerous cases holding wireless carriers accountable for illegal sales tactics, billing charges, and network downgrades. Consumer Watchdog, and the public on whose behalf Consumer Watchdog advocates, are vitally interested in ensuring that accurate information about mobile broadband performance be disclosed in a manner that best protects consumers against wireless carriers’ presently deceptive advertising practices. Consumer Watchdog is located in Santa Monica, California, and Washington, D.C.

5 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.1, 1.401.

6 47 U.S.C. §§ 301 et seq.


significant improvements in available cellular services, such as higher quality voice services or Internet access speeds.\(^9\)

**A. IMT-2000 Standards: 3G**

In 2000, the ITU unanimously adopted the International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 ("IMT-2000") specifications as the standard for 3G, or third-generation mobile broadband services.\(^10\) IMT-2000 states that mobile broadband services that meet the IMT-2000 specifications generally demonstrate, among other characteristics, minimum data speeds of 2 Megabits per second ("Mbps") “for stationary or walking users, and 348 [Kilobits per second] in a moving vehicle”\(^11\) and maximum, or “peak,” data speeds of 10Mbps.\(^12\)

**B. IMT-Advanced Standards: ITU Defines “True 4G”**

In 2008, the ITU established the International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced ("IMT-Advanced") specifications as the standard for 4G, or fourth-generation mobile broadband services, which, among other characteristics, include services with peak data speeds between 100Mbps and 1 gigabit per second (“Gbps”)\(^13\) — a major jump from 3G standards. IMT-Advanced provided the original “4G” technical standards, or “true 4G.”

---


\(^10\) *Id.*

\(^11\) *Id.*


C. ITU Un-Defines ‘4G’

Unfortunately, the process of establishing standards has become politicized. Facing pressure from the U.S. telecommunications industry to make it look like U.S. carriers were delivering ever-faster network speed, the ITU in December 2010 issued a press release (“December 2010 Press Release”) broadening the 4G label to include technologies it previously deemed 3G:

As the most advanced technologies currently defined for global wireless mobile broadband communications, IMT-Advanced is considered as “4G”, [sic] although it is recognized that this term, while undefined, may also be applied to the forerunners of these technologies, LTE and WiMax, and to other evolved 3G technologies providing a substantial level of improvement in performance and capabilities with respect to the initial third generation systems now deployed.\[15\]

Thus the December 2010 Press Release, while acknowledging that the term 4G has no definition, applied the 4G label to two specific technologies considered at the time to be 3G -- LTE and WiMax – as well as to unspecified technologies that “provide a substantial level of improvement” from 3G technologies deployed in December 2010.\[16\] Notably, the ITU’s


\[16\] Id.
statement never explains what constitutes “a substantial level of improvement” worthy of the 4G label.\(^\text{17}\)

The ITU never issued an official determination that LTE, WiMax or any other technologies ostensibly “providing a substantial level of improvement” from 3G meet the “true 4G” IMT-Advanced standards. Only the technologies known as “LTE-Advanced” and “WirelessMAN-Advanced” have been “accorded the official designation of IMT-Advanced” by the ITU.\(^\text{18}\) However, in January 2012, the ITU seemingly reversed the position it adopted in December 2010, stating that “IMT-Advanced systems include new capabilities that go beyond IMT-2000, widely deployed since 2000 and referred to as 3G mobile technology.”\(^\text{19}\)

The ITU’s website currently states:

> The term 4G remains undefined but it is being applied by operators to the forerunners of IMT-Advanced technologies — LTE, HSPA+ and WiMax and to other evolved 3G technologies, which provide a substantial level of improvement in performance and capabilities with respect to the initial third generation systems now deployed.\(^\text{20}\)

In effect, the label “4G” has been severed from the IMT-Advanced technical standard with which it was formerly associated. But the Director of ITU’s Radiocommunication Bureau has confirmed that when it comes to data speed, “IMT-Advanced” – true 4G – “would be like putting a fibre optic broadband connection on your mobile phone, making your phone at least 100 times

---


18 ITU, supra note 15.


faster than today’s 3G smart phones.” There is no doubt about the IMT-Advanced technical standard, but now, thanks to the ITU, plenty of doubt about what 4G really means. U.S. technology experts agree that “[t]he fastest phones and networks can’t come anywhere close to” the minimum requirements of the IMT-Advanced specification.

**D. The Commission’s Position on ‘4G’ is Confused**

The Commission has never taken a position on the ITU’s IMT-Advanced “true 4G” standards; however, the Commission appears to have adopted the approach espoused by the ITU: that 4G may be applied to LTE and WiMax, originally considered 3G technologies. In March 2010, the FCC released its National Broadband Plan, a study of residential Internet wireline access, which identified LTE as “a 4G mobile broadband technology” and WiMax as “a 4G technology.” Moreover, the Commission’s website conflates 3G and 4G technologies:

Third generation (3G) and fourth generation (4G) wireless ("4G") mobile wireless technologies allow consumers to access a variety of different mobile services and functionalities, such as web browsing, e-mail, access to application (“app”) stores, video conference or chat, mapping and navigation systems, mobile commerce, and the downloading of content. A range of different mobile devices include built-in 3G or 4G wireless connectivity, including smartphones, tablets, e-readers, and netbook and laptop computers. Several mobile network technologies are generally

---


25 ITU, supra note 15.

26 FCC, supra note 3 at 22.
considered to be 3G or 4G, including EV-DO, WCDMA, HSPA, HSPA+, LTE, and mobile WiMAX.\[27\]

The lack of clarity on the FCC’s website description opens the door to abuse and misuse of the 3G and 4G terminology by the industry, and contributes to consumer confusion.\[28\] Recent public statements made by FCC Chairman Genachowski confirm that the Commission now considers LTE technology to be 4G. He said: “[the U.S. is] leading the world in deploying 4G mobile broadband at scale, with 69% of the world’s LTE subscribers, making America the testbed for the development of 4G apps and services.”\[29\] Consumers looking to the Commission for an understanding of 4G will not find any information that would help them navigate the mobile broadband marketplace.

\textbf{E. The Industry’s Competing ‘4G’ Technologies}

The major wireless carriers in the U.S. employ different and competing technologies that they market as 4G: Verizon employs an “LTE” network;\[30\] T-Mobile and AT&T operate “HSPA+” networks;\[31\] AT&T is also rolling out an LTE network;\[32\] and Sprint’s network uses “WiMAX.”\[33\] Though marketed as “4G,” each of these technologies is in fact capable of reaching


\[28\] See also FCC, supra note 24 at 7, fn. 8, 9, fn. 8, 19.


\[30\] Verizon Wireless, infra note 63; FCC, supra note 24 at ¶109.

\[31\] AT&T, infra note 47; T-Mobile, infra note 61; FCC, supra note 24 at ¶110-111, 114.

\[32\] AT&T, infra note 58.

\[33\] Sprint, infra note 64; FCC, supra note 24 at ¶112-113.
different peak data speeds.\textsuperscript{34} For instance, HSPA+ technology was originally estimated to achieve peak data speeds of 42Mbps.\textsuperscript{35} WiMax was described as capable of achieving peak data speeds of 70Mbps.\textsuperscript{36} LTE technology can reach theoretical peak data speeds of 300Mbps.\textsuperscript{37}

This information is far from readily available to the public. In order to identify the peak download speeds of the products marketed by the carriers, consumers would be required to wade through a morass of technical reports and data. A reasonable consumer cannot be expected to know the difference between LTE, HSPA+, and WiMax.

\textbf{III. NEED FOR RULEMAKING}

\textit{A. The Industry Compounds, and Capitalizes on, the 4G Confusion}

The ITU admits that the confusion over speed “is rapidly getting worse with the increased usage of 4G to describe, in many cases, technologies that are basically just evolutions of 3G technologies.”\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, wireless carriers have embarked on a multi-million dollar “4G marketing war,” in which each touts its 4G service as the best.\textsuperscript{39} Verizon claims to have

\textsuperscript{34} See Marguerite Reardon, CNET, \textit{Has ‘4G’ Lost its Meaning?} (Jan. 18, 2011), http://news.cnet.com/8301-30686_3-20028622-266.html (quoting Dan Warren, senior director of technology for GSM Association, “operators use this term [4G] interchangeably to refer to different technologies that are incompatible. Customers are confused because they think they can compare the networks like for like. But they can’t.”)


\textsuperscript{39} Reardon, \textit{supra} note 34; see FCC, \textit{supra} note 24 at ¶¶133-134.
“America’s Fastest 4G Network.” AT&T claims it has “The nation’s largest 4G network.” T-Mobile claims its 4G network is faster that AT&T’s and Sprint’s nationwide 4G networks. Sprint calls itself “America’s Favorite 4G Network.” Practically speaking, this superficial advertising has dumbed-down “4G” to a mere synonym for “fast.” More troubling, however, is that wireless carriers are selling products originally considered 3G (by U.S. industry’s standards) as 4G. Perhaps no carrier has muddied the waters more than AT&T.

AT&T used to describe its network as “HSPA.” HSPA standards specify a peak download speed of 14Mbps, well below “true 4G” speed specifications. After the ITU broadened the 4G label in the December 2010 Press Release to include other technologies, AT&T immediately renamed its HSPA technology “HSPA+” and claimed HSPA+ was capable of 4G speeds. Based on original ITU standards, the December 2010 Press Release, and the Commission’s 2010 National Broadband Plan, HSPA+ is an advanced form of 3G, not 4G. Nevertheless, AT&T made healthy use of its “new” 4G HSPA+ technology to market its network performance, describing HSPA+ as “[t]echnology that enables 4G speeds up to 4X faster than

---

44 3GPP, supra note 35.
46 FCC, supra note 15.
AT&T’s already fast mobile broadband network."^{47} Nowhere, however, does AT&T disclose the underlying data supporting these claims.

AT&T has even gone so far as to retroactively apply the 4G label to products previously recognized as 3G, particularly the iPhone 4S, which is not capable of reaching IMT-Advanced “true 4G” speeds anywhere close to between 100Mbps and 1Gbps. Introduced October 4, 2011, the iPhone 4S is considered a 3G device by every wireless carrier that sells the iPhone 4S for use on its network, except for AT&T. Its manufacturer, Apple, has tried to avoid the 4G debate,^{48} but still describes the AT&T version of the iPhone 4S as HSPA, a 3G technology,^{49} while AT&T markets the iPhone 4S as HSPA+ and as 4G.^{50} At the iPhone 4S’s launch, Apple issued a press release stating, “iPhone 4S now supports twice the download speed [of the iPhone 4] … of up to 14.4 Mbps,” with the caveat that “network speeds are dependent on carrier networks.”^{51}

---


^{48} Apple stated at the launch of the iPhone 4S, “We’re not going to get into a debate in the industry about what’s 4G and what isn’t — we’ll leave that for others to talk about.” Nilay Patel, In a Triumph of Marketing, AT&T Upgrades Apple’s iPhone to ‘4G,’ TheVerge.com (Mar. 8, 2012), http://www.theverge.com/2012/3/8/2853128/in-a-triumph-of-marketing-at-t-upgrades-apples-iphone-to-4g.


^{51} Press Release, Apple, Apple Launches iPhone 4S, iOS 5 & iCloud (Oct. 4, 2011).
In January 2012, AT&T began marketing the iPhone 4S as being a 4G phone, even though Apple\(^\text{52}\) represents it as 3G -- a fact that was reflected on the phone itself: when connected to the AT&T network, a “3G” icon appeared on the screen. Then, in March 2012, the iPhone’s software was suddenly updated so the screen displayed a “4G” icon. Nothing else about the phone or AT&T’s network had changed, yet AT&T immediately began an advertising campaign flaunting the phone’s improved, faster 4G speeds.\(^\text{53}\)

Without providing any detailed information about the iPhone’s data speeds, AT&T’s website repeats nondescript claims such as: “Only AT&T’s network lets your iPhone 4S download 3X faster.”\(^\text{54}\) Another page promises speeds that are “… 3x faster* . . . giving you 4G speeds from day one.”\(^\text{55}\) The asterisk leads to a small disclosure at the bottom of the page stating, “Claim based on national average iPhone 4S data speeds on AT&T's network vs. other U.S. networks.”\(^\text{56}\) AT&T does not display any data speed values to substantiate its claims.

Widespread anecdotal evidence shows that consumers who purchased the iPhone 4S from AT&T

\(^{52}\) The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) filed a petition in Australian federal court against Apple for labeling its iPad device as “iPad with WiFi + 4G” when the device was not capable of connecting to Australia’s 4G network. Apple was fined $2.25 million by the court for its misleading advertisements. ACCC, Press Release, Apple Pty Ltd Penalised $2.25 million for Misleading “iPad with WiFi + 4G” Claims (Jun. 21, 2012).


\(^{54}\) AT&T, iPhone 4S at AT&T, http://www.att.com/wireless/iphone/ (last visited Aug. 20, 2012), attached as Exh. G.


\(^{56}\) Id.
– whether upgrading from another AT&T device or transferring from a competing network -- have not experienced increased data speeds.\(^{57}\)

AT&T also promises that its new LTE network it has launched in “53 markets”\(^ {58}\) will deliver “[s]peeds up to 10x faster than 3G,”\(^ {59}\) without providing supportive data or understandable disclosures.

T-Mobile’s 4G tagline is “T-Mobile 4G. Now Faster and More Dependable.”\(^ {60}\) T-Mobile’s website claims that “As the first nationwide 4G network, we have always had a major investment in speed” and that it has “doubled the speed of [its] network each of the last three years. Now it's running faster than ever—even faster than average home Internet speeds—and the speed keeps increasing.”\(^ {61}\) At the bottom of the webpage in tiny, gray font, is a disclosure that reads, “Speed comparison based on third party testing of nationwide 4G networks average download speeds; comparison does not include AT&T's LTE network. Our HSPA+ (42 Mbps) network doubles the average download speed of our HSPA+ (21 Mbps) network. T-Mobile's HSPA+ 4G network, including increased speeds, not available everywhere. Capable device


\(^{59}\) *Id.* at slide 2, attached as Exh. I.


required for 4G speeds.” This disclosure does not make the situation any clearer for consumers; it implies that peak download speeds are the average download speeds, which are always far lower than peak values; no actual, real-world numbers are provided and no regional data is available.

Verizon’s website boasts its 4G LTE service as reaching “speeds 10x faster than 3G” without any disclosures or reference to what Verizon considers to be 3G speeds.

Sprint is the one wireless carrier that discloses its 4G network’s data speeds. Sprint’s website displays, under a claim that its “4G speeds are up to 10x faster than 3G,” a comparison between Sprint’s 3G speeds (average download speeds between 600kbps and 1.4Mbps) and what Sprint is marketing as 4G (average download speeds between 3 and 6Mbps).

B. Consumers Need Data on Mobile Broadband Performance to Make Informed Purchasing Decisions

In July 2012, the Commission released the Measuring Broadband America Report, which addressed whether Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”) are actually delivering data speeds advertised for residential wireline Internet broadband service by comparing the actual data speeds experienced by consumers in their homes to advertised data speeds. At a time when consumers are transitioning to mobile broadband for their Internet use and communications, actual versus advertised mobile broadband performance is increasingly important. The necessity

62 Id.


is just as compelling as the FCC explained it is for residential broadband. By excluding data on mobile broadband from the report, the Commission has left consumers in the dark, without the information they need to make informed decisions in the mobile broadband marketplace.

IV. PROPOSED RULE

4G has become “a useless definition.” Therefore, Consumer Watchdog requests that the Commission initiate a rulemaking proceeding to investigate mobile broadband network performance and adopt rules pursuant to its authority under Title III of the Communications Act, which provides the Commission with the authority to manage spectrum and establish and modify license and spectrum usage conditions in the public interest.

The FCC should require wireless carriers to provide, in advertisements making representations about the speed of any mobile broadband network service or device, clear disclosures stating:

- Average data speeds that subscribers experience while using the advertised network or device within the city or area where such advertisement appears; and
- National average data speeds that subscribers experience while using the advertised network or device; and
- Average data speeds supporting any data speed comparison made in the advertisement.

Additionally, the proposed rule should require wireless carriers to provide, at any point of sale, consumers with access to information as follows:

- For every network that a wireless carrier operates, average data speeds that subscribers experience while using the network within each city or area covered by the network; and

---


67 Linder, supra note 23.

68 47 U.S.C. §§ 301 et seq.
• For every network that a wireless carrier operates, national average data speeds that subscribers experience while using the network; and

• For every mobile broadband device that a wireless carrier sells, average data speeds that subscribers experience while using the device within each city or area covered by the network; and

• For every mobile broadband device that a wireless carrier sells, national average data speeds that subscribers experience while using the device.

The Commission should require that all data speeds be expressed in Megabits per second (Mbps).

V. CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, Consumer Watchdog hereby petitions the Commission to initiate a rulemaking proceeding to investigate mobile broadband network performance and adopt rules that require wireless carriers to disclose actual data speeds.

Respectfully Submitted,

CONSUMER WATCHDOG

By: [Signature]
Harvey Rosenfield

By: [Signature]
Laura Antonini

CONSUMER WATCHDOG
1750 Ocean Park Blvd., Ste. 200
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Telephone: (310) 392-0522
Facsimile: (310) 392-8874

Counsel for Consumer Watchdog

Dated: August 22, 2012
EXHIBIT A
EXHIBIT B
1 minute to board

AT&T. The nation's largest 4G network.

Stay a step ahead.
On the nation's largest 4G network.

AT&T 4G LTE - Get 4G Speed with AT&T 4G LTE & 4G HSPA+
EXHIBIT C
Test drive T-Mobile's superfast 4G network

It's faster than AT&T's nationwide 4G network. It's faster than Sprint's nationwide network. And more people use it than Verizon's 4G network. Period.

Amazing 4G experiences

Learn more

Innovation and speed
We're committed to giving you the best nationwide 4G network possible. Ours was the first. And the billions we're investing and continue to invest will make it faster than ever.

T-Mobile covers 96% of all Americans.
We've got you covered where you live, work and play—so it's easy to stay connected where it counts.

Industry experts are raving about T-Mobile's 4G network:

"...big, powerful devices with truly impressive internet speeds."
—PC Magazine
10/05/2011

"...large footprint and continuous upgrades..."
—LAPTOP Magazine
08/11/2011

"...blown away that T-Mobile 42 Mbps devices are easily beating my home cable network connection..."
—ZD Net
10/10/2011
EXHIBIT D
Network evolution

Evolve smarter with the only network that uses both LTE and HSPA+

AT&T has nationwide 4G coverage, bringing faster speeds to more than 200 million Americans. With the introduction of 4G LTE, AT&T is also the only carrier that offers two layers of network technology that deliver 4G speeds: LTE and HSPA+.

Why does that matter? You’ll enjoy fast 4G speeds on both the HSPA+ network and on the LTE network where available. That means a smoother, more consistent 4G experience overall.

LTE
Long Term Evolution. Speeds up to 10x faster than 3G. That’s what we have in mind as we continue to boost speed and performance in more and more places.

HSPA+
Technology that enables 4G speeds up to 4x faster than AT&T’s already fast mobile broadband network.*

HSPA
The 3G technology that powers our fast mobile broadband network today.
Limited 4G LTE availability in select markets. 4G speeds delivered by LTE, or HSPA+ with enhanced backhaul, where available. Deployment ongoing. Compatible device and data plan required. LTE is a trademark of ETSI. Learn more at AT&T 4G.

AT&T's 4G strategy, including HSPA+ with enhanced backhaul and LTE, delivers super fast broadband speeds. 4G HSPA+ with enhanced backhaul delivers speeds up to 4X faster than AT&T's already fast mobile broadband network. And as it is deployed, 4G LTE will deliver even faster speeds than 4G HSPA+. The combination of the two technologies provides the best option for your wireless work or entertainment.

Related Solutions
- 4G Information

Solution Feedback
HSPA+ Information

4G speeds delivered by HSPA+ (with enhanced backhaul). Not available everywhere with deployment ongoing. Compatible device and data plan required.

AT&T recently upgraded the software of its nationwide mobile broadband network to HSPA+. HSPA stands for "High Speed Packet Access." HSPA+ provides extended and improved network speeds. When HSPA+ is combined with enhanced backhaul, AT&T's already fast mobile broadband network delivers even faster 4G speeds.

Related Solutions
- 4G Information
EXHIBIT F
### iPhone® 4S

- **Capacity:** 16GB | 32GB | 64GB
- **Network:** World phone
  - Operates on AT&T’s 4G Network
  - UMTS/HSDPA/HSUPA
  - Wi-Fi: 802.11b/g/n
  - Bluetooth: 4.0
- **Camera:** 8 megapixels
  - LED flash
  - Autofocus
  - Tap to focus
  - Backside illumination sensor
  - Five-element lens
  - Face detection
  - Front camera with VGA resolution
- **Video recording:** 1080p 30fps HD video recording
  - Tap to focus while recording
  - LED light
  - Video stabilization
- **Built-In Assistant:** Siri
  - Use your voice to send messages, set reminders, and more
- **Battery Life:**
  - Talk time: up to 8 hours on 3G
  - up to 14 hours on 2G
  - Standby time: Up to 200 hours
  - Internet use: Up to 6 hours on 3G
  - Up to 9 hours on Wi-Fi
  - Audio playback: Up to 40 hours
  - Video playback: Up to 10 hours

### iPhone® 4

- **Capacity:** 8GB
- **Network:** UMTS/HSDPA/HSUPA
  - Wi-Fi: 802.11b/g/n
  - Bluetooth: 2.1+ EDR
- **Camera:** 5 megapixels
  - LED flash
  - Autofocus
  - Tap to focus
  - Backside illumination sensor
  - Four-element lens
  - Front camera with VGA resolution
- **Video recording:** 720p 30fps HD video recording
  - Tap to focus while recording
  - LED light
- **Built-In Assistant:** -
- **Battery Life:**
  - Talk time: up to 7 hours on 3G
  - up to 14 hours on 2G
  - Standby time: Up to 140 hours
  - Internet use: Up to 6 hours on 3G
  - Up to 9 hours on Wi-Fi
  - Audio playback: Up to 10 hours
  - Video playback: Up to 10 hours

### iPhone® 3GS

- **Capacity:** 8GB
- **Network:** UMTS/HSDPA
  - Wi-Fi: 802.11b/g
  - Bluetooth: 2.1+ EDR
- **Camera:** 3 megapixels
  - LED flash
  - Autofocus
  - Tap to focus
- **Video recording:** VGA video recording
- **Built-In Assistant:** -
- **Battery Life:**
  - Talk time: up to 5 hours on 3G
  - up to 12 hours on 2G
  - Standby time: Up to 300 hours
  - Internet use: Up to 5 hours on 3G
  - Up to 9 hours on Wi-Fi
  - Audio playback: Up to 30 hours
  - Video playback: Up to 10 hours

---

*Multitasking is not available with all apps. Rechargeable batteries have a limited number of charge cycles and may eventually need to be replaced. Battery life and number of charge cycles vary by use and settings. See www.apple.com/batteries for more information. TM and © 2011 Apple Inc. All rights reserved. *All plans require a two-year contract and an activation fee and are subject to AT&T credit approval. The purchase of an iPhone does not guarantee service. iPhone voice and data plans are required for use of iPhone. Other terms and conditions apply. See rate plan brochure for details. 4G speeds delivered by HSPA+ with enhanced backhaul. Not available everywhere. Deployment ongoing. Compatible device and data plan required. Learn more at att.com/network. © 2011 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T and the AT&T logo are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property.*
iPhone 4S is here

And we have answers for you.

Learn how to upgrade or order, and find more information and advice. Choose one of the topics below to view top questions and get the help you need.

If you're already a customer and ready to upgrade right now:

Go to AT&T Upgrader

---

Fast, Faster, Fastest

AT&T's 4G network offers you faster speeds and more coverage — and no one else lets you talk and surf at the same time.

See why your new iPhone 4S and AT&T's 4G network are a winning combination.

4G speeds not available everywhere.

Learn more at att.com/network

Find the AT&T store closest to you

Check Coverage Viewer for coverage details in your area
MOTOROLA ATRIX™ HD

$99.99
2-year contract & new activation required
Qualifying monthly data plan required.
View packages

Apple iPhone 4S

$199.99 to $399.99
16 to 64 GB
2-year contract & new activation required
Qualifying monthly data plan required.
View packages

Apple iPhone 4S Refurb

$149.99 to $349.99
16 to 64 GB
2-year contract & new activation required
Qualifying monthly data plan required.
View packages

Apple iPhone 3GS - 8 GB

$0.99
2-year contract & new activation required

Samsung Captivate™ Glide (Refurbished)

$0.01
2-year contract & new activation required

Pantech Burst™ (Refurbished)

$0.01
2-year contract & new activation required
## Apple iPhone 4S - 16 GB - Black Details

### Details

#### Battery
- **Talk time:** Up to 8 hours on 3G, up to 14 hours on 2G
- **Standby time:** Up to 200 hours

#### Dimensions
- **Weight:** 4.9 ounces
- **Size (inches):** 4.5 x 2.31 x 0.37 inches

#### Memory
- **Internal memory storage:** 16 GB

#### Wireless Technology
- **GSM/GPRS:** 850/900/1800/1900 MHz
- **3G - UMTS/HSDPA/HSUPA:** 850/900/1900/2100 MHz
- **BLUETOOTH® technology:** 4.0
- **Wi-Fi Connectivity:** 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi (802.11n 2.4GHz only)
- **4G*: HSPA+ with enhanced backhaul

---

**Your choice of individual plan**

Choose the plan that works best for you. If you want to share minutes with more than one phone, view FamilyTalk plan options.

1. **Nation Unlimited**
   - Included in package
   - $69.99/month

2. **Nation 900 w/Rollover® Minutes**
   - Included in package
   - $69.99/month

---

**Recently Viewed**

- **Apple iPhone 4S - 64 GB**
  - $399.99
EXHIBIT G
Dual-core A5 chip. All-new 8MP camera and optics. iOS 5 and iCloud. And introducing Siri. It’s the most amazing iPhone yet.

Only AT&T’s network lets your iPhone 4S download 3x faster

iPhone 4 8GB starting at $99*
Shop Now

iPhone 3GS 8GB starting at $99*
Shop Now

DataPlus
300MB of data for $20/month
- Surf the Web
- Send email
- Social networking
- Overage rate of $20 for each additional 300MB

DataPro Personal
3GB of data for $30/month
- Download or stream music
- Watch videos
- Overage rate of $10 for each additional 1GB

DataPro 5GB Personal
5GB of data for $50/month
- Share your connection with up to four additional devices using your Smartphone as a Mobile Hotspot®
- Overage rate of $10 for each additional 1GB

Learn more about data services

Discount Program
Exclusive savings for employees, students, and military.
EXHIBIT H
Speed Tests

Only AT&T's network lets your iPhone 4S download three times faster*... giving you 4G speeds from day one. Take a look at what others are saying about their own speed experience with iPhone 4S on AT&T's network. And join in on the conversation on our Facebook wall to share your experience.

- Bloomberg Business Week: AT&T May Be 'Big Winner' With New iPhone
- "The big winner on this phone is AT&T," said Roger Entner, a wireless strategist with Boston-based IHS. Avasa.
- NewsFactor.com: Analyst: Free iPhone 3GS Could Spell Trouble for Rivals
- "The key competitive takeaway that I got is this: If your free phone isn't better than the iPhone 3GS, you are in trouble. If you are at pretty much any carrier, if your $99 mid-tier phone isn't better than the iPhone 3GS, you are in trouble," said Avi Greengard, Current Analysis.
- "Free phones are not as good as an iPhone 3GS. Consumers who opt for an iPhone 3GS may not have the latest and greatest iPhone. But they nonetheless have an iPhone. And with an iPhone 3GS, consumers have access to most of the apps and iTunes content and the Apple user interface," said Avi Greengard, Current Analysis.

View More

*Claim based on national average iPhone 4S data speeds on AT&T's network vs. other U.S. networks.
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AT&T 4G LTE lets you do more of the things you love, only faster. Upload a photo in six seconds. Download a song in four seconds. Stream clear, crisp video faster than ever before. With AT&T 4G LTE, download movies in minutes and apps almost instantly.
EXHIBIT J
4G T-Mobile has you covered

With more 4G speed and more 4G coverage, you get the amazing 4G experience you're looking for, when and where you want it.

Faster 4G speed

As the first nationwide 4G network, we have always had a major investment in speed. In fact, we've doubled the speed of our network each of the last three years. Now it's running faster than ever—even faster than average home Internet speeds—and the speed keeps increasing.

Test Drive our network for yourself

Greater 4G coverage

We take the speed of the T-Mobile 4G network seriously, but we don't take it for granted. We keep improving. We've increased the breadth of our network 30% during the last six years. We provide blazing-fast 4G coverage to over 220 million Americans in 229 markets—and we're expanding and upgrading our network all the time.

Superior 4G experiences

T-Mobile covers 96% of all Americans.

We've got you covered where you live, work and play—so it's easy to stay connected where it counts.

Industry experts are raving about T-Mobile's 4G network:

"...faster than both Sprint's WiMAX and AT&T's HSPA+"
—PC Magazine
10/05/2011
(reviewing the Galaxy S II on our network)

"...impressive speeds..."
—LAPTOP Magazine
Faster than average home internet speeds based on average download speeds on T-Mobile's HSPA+ 42 Mbps network in four major markets versus average home internet speeds as determined by independent third party testing. A 42 Mbps-capable device is required.

Speed comparison based on third party testing of nationwide 4G networks average download speeds; comparison does not include AT&T's LTE network. Our HSPA+ (42 Mbps) network doubles the average download speed of our HSPA+ (21 Mbps) network. T-Mobile's HSPA+ 4G network, including increased speeds, not available everywhere. Capable device required for 4G speeds.

EXHIBIT K
LIFE IS BETTER IN REAL-TIME.

SPEED LIKE YOU'VE NEVER EXPERIENCED
Verizon 4G LTE is the fastest 4G network in America. At 10x faster than 3G, there's simply no comparison. Do all the things you love - only faster. That's the power of 4G LTE.
EXHIBIT L
4G Coverage

We’re rolling out 4G coverage as quickly as we can. Pick a state and then a city to view coverage in that area. Don’t see your city on the list? Sign up to be notified when Sprint 4G comes to your area.

| Select a state... |

4G speeds

4G speeds are up to 10x faster than 3G. That’s like swapping out DSL for a high-speed cable modem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>So what’s the difference?</th>
<th>4G</th>
<th>3G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average download speeds</td>
<td>3-6 Mbps</td>
<td>600Kbps - 1.4 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak download speeds¹</td>
<td>More than 10 Mbps</td>
<td>Up to 3.1 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly limit</td>
<td>All you can stream, browse, email, chat, watch and game.</td>
<td>5GB³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Peak speeds may not apply to all markets. Actual speeds may vary.
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<tr>
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</tbody>
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¹Peak speeds may not apply to all markets. Actual speeds may vary.
You are seeing coverage specific to the iPhone 4S 64GB

Coverage details for

LOS ANGELES, CA

Data coverage

Sprint 3G network

- On network
- Off-network roaming
  Similar level of service as on network, but Sprint Family Locator, Sprint Navigation and TeleNav will not work

Nationwide Sprint Network

- On network
- Off-network roaming
  Similar level of service as on network, but Sprint Family Locator, Sprint Navigation and TeleNav will not work

See detailed info about download and upload speeds. Review detailed service availability.